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Abstract. In PMU-based state estimation, a linear measurement model with phasors of both state 

variables and measurements expressed in rectangular coordinates has proven efficiency. The 

rectangular coordinate formulation is also used in optimal PMU placement problem aimed at 

providing the power system state estimation with the most informative measurements. In this 

case, it is assumed that the linearity of the measurement model ensures the optimality of the 

found placement of PMUs for any steady-state operating condition of the power system. The 

results presented in this paper show that this is not the case. 

1 Introduction  

A wide area measurement system (WAMS) based on 

synchronized phasor measurement units (PMUs) enables 

to obtain real-time measurements of not only the 

magnitudes but also the phase angles of current and 

voltage phasors over the whole power system using a 

common time source for synchronization [1]. A direct 

measurement of phase angles has opened new 

opportunities to develop and improve power system state 

estimation algorithms used in the stability reserve 

monitoring system and the centralized emergency 

control system. First of all, it is the possibility to solve 

the state estimation problem in linear formulation when 

expressing phasors of branch currents and bus voltages 

in rectangular coordinates, which considerably simplifies 

the computation [2], improves the reliability and 

performance of numerical algorithms [3] and allows us 

to go to the formulation and solution of more complex 

problems, such as the generalized state estimation, when 

not only the states, but also the network topology,  are 

estimated [4]. 

The deployment of WAMS and the transition to 

power system control based solely on PMU phasor 

measurements is a matter of time. According to web 

resource [5], the number of PMUs installed in Russia is 

approaching a thousand units, which is not yet sufficient 

to carry out state estimation of the Russian power system 

exclusively based on PMU measurements, although this 

is possible for small local systems [2]. In this regard, at 

the present time in Russia, as well as in other countries 

of the world, optimal PMU placement problem is being 

developed to provide the PMU installations to meet full 

observability of the power system and higher accuracy of 

the state estimation and at minimum cost. 

The theory and methods of optimal experimental 

designs [6] are the basis for making decisions on the 

locations of PMUs to be installed in the power system 

with the objective of ensuring maximum accuracy of the 

state estimation. As with the power system state 

estimation, solving the optimal PMU placement problem 

relies on a linear measurement model with using 

rectangular coordinates for phasor measurements and 

state variables [7-10]. The advantage of a linear system 

is that the solution found does not depend on the power 

system steady-state, and once calculated it is optimal for 

any operating conditions. This favourably distinguishes 

the problem of choosing the PMU phasor measurements 

from the problem that deals with conventional 

measurements (U, P, Q, I) which are nonlinearly related 

to the power system states [11-13]. In the latter case, it is 

necessary to resolve the issue of ensuring the optimality 

of the selected measurement set for various power 

system operation states.  

In this paper, it is shown that the influence of system 

nonlinearity on the optimal solution of PMU placement 

problem remains irrespective of whether polar or 

rectangular coordinates formulation is used. The results 

of presented computational experiments illustrate the 

dependence of the solution on the power system load 

level and the loss of accuracy of state estimation results 

in the states other than that used when solving the 

optimal PMU placement problem. 

2 Representing phasor quantities in 
optimal PMU placement problem  

Let us consider a linear measurement model: 

                                       z = Hx +  (1) 
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where H is a m  n matrix that relates vector z of 

measured parameters to the vector x of system state 

variables, and   N(0, R) is a measurement error vector 

having a known covariance matrix  R = diag(i
2).  

Let us formulate the problem of choosing a set of k 

measurements from a set of m possible or potential 

measurements that minimizes the error in estimating 

some parameters:  

                                   )(Фmin yD
y

 (2) 

                              s.t.  


m

i i ky
1

 (3) 

                          1,0iy ,   mi ,...,1  (4) 

where yi = 1, if the ith measurement is selected,  and 

yi = 0 otherwise, Ф(D(y)) is a convex function [10] of the 

covariance matrix of the estimates of state variables 
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or all parameters  

                                   THyHGyzD 1,ˆ   (6) 

where Hi is the ith row of H. 

A PMU is used to acquire a bus voltage phasor 

Ṽi = Vii and one or more branch current phasors 

Ĩij = Iijij in a power system. The vector of potential 

measurements z = (Vi,... i,... Iij,... ij,...)T is related to the 

state vector x = (Vi,... i,...)T by a nonlinear function z(x). 

In order to solve the problem (2)-(4), a linear 

measurement model similar to (1) needs to be 

formulated. 

2.1 Polar coordinates formulation 

Let us first consider the original measurement model, 

when the current and voltage phasors are expressed in 

polar coordinates. The nonlinear models are generally 

handled by using their linearized models obtained from 

the first order Taylor approximation. Applying the 

linearization technique to z(x) in a neighborhood of a 

certain state x, we have Δz ≈ HΔx. In this case, the 

matrix H is a partial derivative matrix: 
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where E is an identity matrix. The elements of the 

submatrices corresponding to the current phasors are 

shown in Table 1. It can be seen than they nonlinearly 

depend on x. Therefore, the solution vector y* of 

problem (2)-(4), calculated using matrix (7) and a given 

matrix ),,,( 2222

ijijii IVdiagR    for one power system 

state x, may not be optimal for another state x. 

Table 1. Expressions of partial derivatives for Iij and φij 
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Note: Table 1 uses the following terms and symbol: 

A = (gij + gsij)2 + (bij + bsij)2, B = gij
2 + bij

2, C = B + 

gijgsij + bijbsij, D = bijgsij – gijbsij, ij = i – j, where 

yij = gij + jbij and ysij = gsij + jbsij denote the series and 

shunt admittance of branch i–j correspondently. 

2.2 Rectangular coordinates formulation 

The measurement model becomes linear when 

rectangular coordinates formulation is adopted, so that 

Ṽi = VRe,i + jVIm,i, Ĩij = IRe,ij + jIIm,ij. In this case, a function 

which relates the state variables x = (VRe,i,... VIm,i,...)T to 

the measurements z = (VRe,i,... VIm,i,... IRe,ij,... IIm,ij,...)T is 

linear, z = Hx, where matrix H contains only unit 

submatrices and the branch admittances. It would seem 

that the independence of this matrix from x gives reason 

to believe that the optimal measurement set, computed 

using it, is independent of the power system state. 

However, converting the phasor measurements from 

polar coordinates into corresponding rectangular 

coordinates is accompanied by the calculation of the 

covariance matrix R of real and imaginary parts: 
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 (8) 

which ensures the identical results of power system state 

estimation to those when direct measurements of 

voltages and current magnitudes and phase angles are 

used. As a rule, the off-diagonal elements of (8) are 

neglected, which does not lead to a noticeable 

degradation in the accuracy of the state estimation [14]. 

Diagonal elements are shown in Table 2. It can be seen 

that they nonlinearly depend on the power system state; 

as a result, the optimal solution of problem (2)-(4) 

depends on the state as well. 

Table 2. Expressions of variances in (8) 

22222 )sin()(cos
Re, iii iiViV V    22222 )sin()(cos

Re, ijijij ijijIijI I    

22222 )cos()(sin
Im, iii iiViV V    22222 )cos()(sin

Im, ijijij ijijIijI I    
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Thus, for any form of phasor measurement 

representation, the influence of the system nonlinearity 

on the optimal solution of problem (2)-(4) is traced. A 

change in steady state parameters leads to a change in 

the matrix H (7) if polar coordinates formulation is used, 

and to a change in the matrix R (8) if rectangular 

coordinates formulation is used. Both of them cause 

changes in the covariance matrix (5) or (6). 

3 Numerical results and discussions 

The purpose of numerical studies was to reveal how 

much the power system nonlinearity affects the optimal 

solution of PMU placement problem. For this, a series of 

experiments was performed with various system steady 

state conditions. Next, only the polar coordinates 

formulation is considered. The rectangular coordinates 

formulation gives similar results. 

3.1 Experimental conditions 

We consider the problem of optimal placement of 10 

multichannel PMUs for state estimation in IEEE 24-bus 

test system shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that each 

multichannel PMU is capable of monitoring all lines 

incident to the bus where it is located. Therefore, the set 

of PMU measurements comprises phasors of the bus 

voltages and branch currents in polar coordinates.  

For 24-bus system, a set of operating states was 

created by changing the system load from 40 to 117% of 

the base load specified in the description of the power 

system, followed by finding the load flow solution which 

satisfies the system operating limits and minimizes the 

generation costs. The framework PowerModels.jl [15] 

was utilized to calculate the optimal power flow. A total 

of 78 system steady-state conditions were prepared, and 

for each of them the matrix H (7) was calculated. 

 

Fig. 1. IEEE 24-bus test system 

In order to construct the matrix R the standard 

deviation of each measurement was calculated 

considering an error around the value obtained from the 

power flow base case equal to 0.5% for magnitudes: 

5.0
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1003
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For obtained matrix R and each matrix H 

corresponding to a different system load, the problem of 

optimal PMU placement was solved according to the 

criteria of A-, D-, M-, I- and G-optimality by a method 

based on mixed integer linear programming [16]. 

3.2 PMU placement optimization to maximize 
the voltage phasor estimation accuracy 

Fig. 2 shows the placement results when using design 

criteria of A-, D- and M-optimality [10]: 

                        211211 trФ  xxnA RyGRy  (9) 

                         n

D yGy
11detФ   (10) 

                        
iixxM RyGRy 21121maxФ   (11) 

where the matrix Rx is formed from the entries of R 

associated with the state variables x =  (Vi,... i,...)T. D-

optimality criterion corresponds to minimizing the 

volume of the confidence ellipsoid for the state 

estimation error. A-optimal PMU placement minimizes 

the mean squared error in estimating x, and M-optimal 

PMU placement minimizes the worst case variance of 

the estimation error for x. 

When using A-optimality criterion, the effect of 

system operating conditions on the optimal location of 

the PMUs is not observed. For any system load level, 

optimization results in the same solution, namely, 

placing 10 PMUs at buses 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, 16, 20, 21, 

and 24. Note that the estimation error (value of ФA at the 

solution point) depends on the load conditions (Fig. 2a). 

In experiments with the D- or M-optimality criterion, 

9 different PMUs placements are obtained, which are 

optimal for different system load levels (Fig. 2b and 2c). 

These local optimal placements are presented in Table 3 

and marked on Fig.2 with a serial number. In addition to 

the criterion values that correspond to the optimal 

placement (solid line), the values corresponding to the 

worst, minimax, and integral selection of PMU locations 

are shown. By worst, we mean such a placement 

configuration out of the nine found options that yields 

maximum value of the optimality criterion for this load 

level. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that ill-considered 

choice of the PMU placement, which is M-optimal for 

one load level, can lead to a 50% devaluation of the 

optimality with another system load level. 

Minimax and integral placements are solutions that 

minimize, respectively, the maximum and average value 

of the objective function over the whole set of 78 load 

levels. For D-optimality, such placements are No 3 and 

No 8, which are optimal for cases characterized by the 
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highest values of the function ФD (load is 88–91%). In 

the case of M-optimality, the minimax No16 and integral 

No 15 placements are optimal for high load conditions 

(load is 105% or more). The latter is consistent with 

works [11,12], where the selection of measurement 

locations for minimizing the state estimation error 

variances in a distribution network is proposed to be 

made by considering the peak load condition. 

3.3 PMU placement optimization to maximize 
the voltage and current phasor estimation 
accuracy  

Fig. 3 shows the results of experiments performed using 

the I- and G-optimality criteria [10]: 

                   211211Ф  RHyHGRtry T

mI  (12) 

                   
ii

T

G RHyHGRy 21121maxФ   (13) 

Table 3. Local optimal PMU placements 

No PMU buses No PMU buses 

1 
1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21 
18 

2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 20, 

21, 22, 24 

2 
1, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21 
19 

1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 

19, 21, 23 

3 
2, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21 
20 

2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 

17, 20, 21 

4 
2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 

19, 21, 23 
21 

2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 15, 

16, 20, 21 

5 
2, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21 
22 

2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 15, 17, 

19, 21, 23 

6 
2, 5, 8, 9, 13, 15, 16, 

20, 21, 23 
23 

1, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 

20, 21, 24 

7 
2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 

16, 20, 21 
24 

1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 

18, 19, 23 

8 
1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15, 

16, 20, 21 
25 

2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 

17, 18, 20 

9 
2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 

17, 20, 21 
26 

2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 

17, 20, 21 

10 
1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, 16, 

21, 23, 24 
27 

2, 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 

18, 20, 22 

11 
1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 

20, 21, 24 
28 

2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 

18, 20, 21 

12 
1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 17, 19, 

21, 23, 24 
29 

2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13, 16, 

18, 20, 22 

13 
1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 16, 21, 

22, 23, 24 
30 

2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 13, 16, 

17, 20, 21 

14 
1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 16, 20, 

21, 22, 24 
31 

1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 15, 16, 

20, 21, 23 

15 
1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 16, 21, 

22, 23, 24 
32 

1, 4, 8, 10, 13, 15, 16, 

20, 21, 23 

16 
1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 17, 19, 

21, 23, 24 
33 

1, 8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 

20, 22, 24 

17 
2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17, 19, 

21, 23, 24 
  

The PMU placement corresponding to the minimum 

value of function (12) or (13) provides the best (in the 

sense of average or worst case error variance) accuracy 

of estimating both bus voltages and currents over all the 

branches. 

As in the case in D- and M-optimality criteria, 

different optimal PMU placements are obtained for 

different load levels. However the type of the 

dependencies on the load level in Fig.3 differs drastically 

from those shown in Fig. 2. In some operating conditions 

(for example, in the range of 57–63% load), the 

estimation error (in the sense of criterion I- or G-

optimality) may manifold increase even with the optimal 

selection of PMU locations. Moreover, the devaluation 

of optimality in the case of ill-considered choice of the 

steady state used to solve the problem of the PMU 

placement reaches 10- and 100-fold increase in the 

objective function values, respectively, with using the 

criterion of I- and G-optimality. Detailed analysis of 

these cases shows that the source of the peaks is lightly 

loaded branches. 

When current Iij of branch i–j is close to zero and 

Vi ≈ Vj and δi ≈ δj, then the partial derivatives of phase 

angle φij with respect to state variables (bus voltage 

magnitudes and angles) can tend to infinity [14]. If the 

current phasor Ĩij = Iijij is not measured, the angle 

Fig. 2.  Results of PMU placement for different levels of 

system load with using criteria of (a) A-, (b) D-, (c) M-

optimality  

(b) 

(a) 

| 3 | placement number 

(c) 

Load level, % 

Load level, % 

Load level, % 

optimal 

minimax 

worst 

integral 
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estimation error is not limited. As an illustration, Fig. 4 

shows equal confidence ellipsoids for estimates of two 

current phasors. For current Ĩ1, the angle estimation error 

is in the range ±Δφ1. For current Ĩ2, the magnitude of 

which is close to zero, the angle estimate can take a 

value from –180 to 180. 
The described situation is most noticeable at 61–63% 

load. In these operating states, currents of lines 20–23 

are near zero which leads to increase in estimation errors 

of angles 23-20. They can only be restricted by placing a 

PMU at bus 23 and it happens according to the results of 

solving the optimal PMU placement problem. Placement 

designs that are optimal for other system load conditions 

do not provide for the installation of a PMU at bus 23, 

and their use for state estimation at 61–63% load gives 

growth in normalized variance of the estimates of angles 

23-20 equal up to 1032.7. Similar situations occur at 40–

41% load (currents of lines 1–3 and 3–9 are near zero) 

and at 57–60% load (current of line 7–8 is near zero). 

 

 

 It should be noted that the value of phase angle error 

of zero current phasor is not relevant. To avoid the 

influence of zero current phasors on the choice of PMU 

locations, it is necessary to preclude using steady states 

with lightly loaded branches when solving the optimal 

PMU placement problem. Following this proposal, Fig. 3 

shows the values of ФI  and ФG corresponding to the 

minimax and integral placements, which were obtained 

by excluding the states with the load levels of 40–41 and 

57–63%. The corresponding placement No 20 is optimal 

for almost all other levels of system load, both for 

criteria of I- and G-optimality. 

4 Conclusion 

The solution to the problem of optimal PMU placement, 

aimed at ensuring the maximum accuracy of the power 

system state estimation, depends on the system steady 

state used for optimization. Disregard of nonlinearity 

effects when choosing locations of the PMUs according 

to the criteria of D-, M-, I- or G-optimality can lead to a 

noticeable loss of accuracy (relative to what is expected) 

in some operating states of the power system. This raises 

the problem of finding the PMU placement design that 

optimizes the estimation accuracy among all possible 

system state. Preliminary results have shown that 

minimax or integral selection the PMU placement 

locations can be a promising solution. Therein, in the 

case of using the I- or G-optimality criteria, the operating 

states with lightly loaded branches should be excluded. 

The influence of the system nonlinearity on A-optimal 

solutions has not been revealed, which allows using the 

existing optimization models based on considering a 

single steady state of power system to find the A-optimal 

PMU placement. 
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